localised myth for western Christianity but
also exists among the Mayans and Native
Americans, within their own cultural context.
"All these things I do and more, so shall yee
in the fullness of Time."
On the morning of the Venus Transit in
Bude, it was apparent that a new vibrational
frequency of Solar Cosmic Energy was seeded into Earth and the consciousness of
Humanity. It opened up a cycle of integration of these energies which will be completed by the next transit in 2012, so that the
vibrational frequency of our Planet Earth,
Solar System and Humanity will reach
Enlightenment true Love. By the Winter
Solstice 2012, we will have come into alignment with the Womb of our Milky Way
Galaxy, which emits a vibrational frequency
of Universal Consciousness. So we have
eight and a half years to collectively work
our way to true Planetary Peace in our
everyday lives, this involves every one.
It is also apparent that the Venus Transit has
raised the vibrational frequency to such a
degree that the sixth chakra of creative visualisation is now activated and empowered on
a collective level of consciousness, a bit like
the Girt Dog of Langport, who transforms
into the Unicorn to reveal a whole higher
dimension of spiritual reality.
So here is the short cut ! What ever is
blocking the flow of love in ones life can be
recognised and healed within each one of us.
They don't really exist and whatever separation and fear we feel in our lives can be
transformed and transmuted by an internal
process of creative visualisation and simply
changing our lives to follow the Heart of who
and what we love, while recognising that our
old ideas of Love are being upgraded by
these constant waves of alignments shining
down to Earth from the Heavens.
Life is for Loving in Joy.
All ways remember deep breathing in
spires great love!

On the 8th of June 2004, there was a very
special alignment in the Heavens called the
Venus Transit. It is where the planetary body
of Venus passes directly in front of the Sun
and, simply put, it carries a vibration of
"new Light on Love", which has been
beamed down to Earth and has an effect on
the Energy Body of our planet and on all of
our lives. There will be another Venus Transit
on 6th of June 2012 and then not again until
2140.
Venus Transits always bring about a balancing of the Male and Female within society
and an expansion in our abilities to communicate. This pair of Transits are reckoned to
initiate a new level of psychic awareness and
telepathy. Oneness Gatherings were synchronised all around the Earth in celebration,
in England we met at Bude in Cornwall.
Venus - the Planet of Love, was also known
by an older name as Lucifer - the Light
Bringer, the morning and evening star, the
one who bought light consciousness down to
Earth, but was later demonised by the
Roman Church as the Devil.
The Morning Star is also related to John the
Baptist, as the prophet who proclaimed the
coming of Christ Jesus, in similar fashion to
how Venus rises each day as a sign of the
coming of the dawn. In truth the Image of
Christ as the Light Bringer who thought
about Love in Life, as the Son of God, is the
original image of the mythical Lucifer Venus,
who bought the consciousness of Love in de
Light to Earth and Humanity.
The Christ Myth shows of one man who
raised his vibrational frequency to the greatest initiation of Enlightenment through Love,
fulfilling the prophesy of salvation of
Humanity through the homeopathic effect of
his perfect life. 2000 years later this homeopathic medicine is transforming the poisons
of Humanity. With the coming of this pair of
kelfin pa tricks oberon
Venus Transits, it can be seen that the
kelfin@space-kraft.org.uk
Second Coming of Christ is upon us, where
the Way of Christ exemplified becomes avail- www.space-kraft.org.uk
able to all to live and to share. This is not a
Seeking Solutions Through the
Celebration of Life!
Through the need to discover new solutions
and encourage the flow of love, the Eartheart
was born. Its role is to literally produce liquid love and to inspire open hearted creativity, drawing us together as one harmonious
force. Our time is NOW!!
Through our collective intention and creativity, we will craft a new way of living that is in
tune with nature’s cycles. Redeveloping skills
long-forgotten by most, we will rediscover
the potential of planetary humans. Through
ritual, ceremony and majik we will, together,
conjure up and remember the Ancient in a
new and revolutionary way.
Good luck on the Path of Love!! Following
your heart’s desire will put you in the right
direction. Through conscious living and willingness to work together, finding new experiences will be easy. The challenge of our
generation is to build the future we deserve,
and the future we dream will live up to our
children.
THE EARTHEART EXPERIENCE & THE
TRANSFORMATION CAMP are Full Moon
Celebration camps in August and
September in the beautiful south-west. We
can also be found at Glastonbury Festival
next door to Lost Vagueness and Avalon
Stage, the Buddhafield Festival and
Shambhala. Contact 01458 834725 or
www.eartheartspace.co.uk

The time for Truth has come.
The time to make our dreams a reality.
The time to change the world into a kingdom
of Love & Peace.
This time is now my brothers and sisters!
No more sitting on the fence of comfort,
be the peaceful warriors of the Light you are.
Create the new reality, the New Jerusalem, now.
No more worrying about what our leaders do.
No more acceptance of media lies.
Live the dream of what you want to see.
In mass we are the great transformers of the world.
United we Do change perceptions of humanity.
Who can argue with the will to bring Peace and Love?
Arthur is calling to our hearts to unite once more.
Angles whisper in our ears to Love all.
The Sun shines brighter, illuminating our hearts as one.
The call to Arms is to break free of the illusion.
The call is to awaken us into the beings that we are.
The call is now, it means Live & Be your True reality.

On behalf of the Citizens of Avalon We humbly ask for
the help from the Higher Realms to release their healing upon humanity - Who we know are now ready to
receive this simple gift from SOURCE. Please make this
healing available to ALL Humans of all persuasion, and
may this enchantment be granted and activated from
the Planetary/ Galactic / Universal Heart Chakra of
Avalon ~ Britain.
We ask for forgiveness from the Animal, Bird, Fish, and
Insect Kingdoms and reach out our hands to connect
with the world of Faerie ~ Guardians of the plant/ tree
Kingdom, so we truly become Guardians of our
Blue/Green Planet at the onset of the Aquarian age.
May the Ancient Charter of Avalon be re-newed: “The
Planetary Peace Charter of Avalon”.
As citizens of Avalon we are now empowered to activate Peace for all. As Joseph of Arimathea once said,
"Enable Peace to Flow on Earth."
InLakesh (I am another of yourself)

The truth about our new
super children
It has become alarmingly clear
that many of our children are
quite different to what we
expected. Many are diagnosed
with Attention Deficit Disorder
(ADD) or Hyperactivity (ADHD)
and they are regularly being
prescribed the psycho-stimulant drug Ritalin. A drug that can
cause serious long-term damage. Our children are extremely
sensitive, overly energetic, incredibly pompous, dominant and
often stubborn. They cannot be told what to do. Ritalin is prescribed because our children are out of control.
But what tests are carried out to diagnose ADD and ADHD? I was
amazed to find Doctors use the same tests they used to use for
diagnosing genius. Yes, genius. It looks like the planet is becoming overrun with little Einsteins. The IQ’s of many children are in
genius range of 160 and the average score is slowly getting
higher. So what can we do to help our overly energetic geniuses?
Correct diet and avoidance of food additives is vital. Cut out fluoride (get bottled water and alternative toothpaste). Avoid all vaccinations. Cut out or cut down on sugar. Avoid anything containing Aspartame (fizzy diet drinks etc). Don’t use mobile phones.
Eat whole food – plenty of fruit and veg. Start taking flax or
hemp oil. Look into vitamin & mineral supplements & Go organic.
We are all going through a major ‘shift’, not just our children.
Science has proved our DNA is mutating and becoming activated.
This means we are evolving at a rate faster than ever before.
The Solar and Galactic frequencies hold the secret to this, but so
does the type of food we eat. If we eat ‘junk’ food, that’s how
we will feel. Our sensitivity to food is becoming obvious, so follow simple guidelines.
The Psychic Children are living evidence of what we are becoming. A ‘New-Human’ is being born. The prophecies have foretold
it and science is now proving it. In 1490 a Prophet called Mother
Shipton wrote these words:
The children with the second sight. A natural thing so that
they mightGrow graceful, humble and when they do. The
Golden Age will start anew.
So lets allow our children to guide us in to this ‘Golden Age’.
Listen and respect our little ones as we enter the dimensional
shift. Perhaps they are the ones we have all been waiting for.
hugh@psychicchildren.co.uk 01458 835756
www.psychicchildren.co.uk

Mobile phone use is on the increase, therefore more
masts are erected. The police are putting a grid of dangerous Tetra masts throughout our country. Chemicals
are being sprayed over cities. Pollution is at an all time
high. Even our water is unsafe to drink.
Orgone technology, developed by willhelm Reich in the 1950’s is now being
Orgone upgraded to deal with this toxic overload. The simple to make devices
Generators transmute radiation (from TV’s, computers, phones etc) into life giving chi
(prana, life force). See www.orgone
generation.com for more info and to
get some of these incredible devices.
You only need crystals, plastic resin
and metal pieces to make them (see
www.educate-yourself.org).
Photon technology is another avenue
worth considering. These ‘lightowers’ emit a massive field of
light stretching miles. They work in the same way as the
Orgone generators, but also improve the environment,
increase yield in crops, clean polluted water and can help heal
many ailments.
Call Hugh on 01458 835756 for more info.

An Open Heart - Open Art Gathering
July 30th - August 1st
A manifestation of the Faery Folk of Avalonia - 3 Days of Natural Living in
Natural Time - Magick Hat Entry. Featuring... eco-education, trance, experimental art and musick, etc A Dream-in Creation

faerykindom@yahoo.co.uk
01458834725/07952999094

Sacred Ceremony with the 5 elements and Sacred Geometry iniatiating DNA
activation. Electromagnetic reconnection is tested with kinesiology.
For Ceremonies in Glastonbury contact Claudie Planche 01458 835506

7 High Street, Glastonbury, BA6 9DP (@ Gothic Image)

Sponsor Avalon Rising
For the advancement of all Galactic Kin, World
Peace & Love.

ENABLING PEACE TO FLOW ON EARTH
is what we all live upon, off and with. If we lose touch with the land we lose touch with our selves. The land is older and stronger
than the transient materialist values of any self obsessed generation and a great deal more precious than short term human desires.
We either work with the land or against it. It is this very land of ours which is our common heritage. It is our mutual respect for
every inch of it that identifies us as a single people and reveals our common destiny. ~ Frank (the Hat) Millard.

Many Thanks To David Hatfield, Susan & Jacob, Mark
Heley, Kelfin Oberon, Hugh Newman, Antoney Thorley,
Sun Bird, Carl Murphy, Frank Millard & Shaun Kirwan.

A Creative Squeeze Production 2004. Design: Shaun, David, & help from Mark

For more info www.avalonrising.co.uk Email: anotherofyourself@avalonrising.co.uk

Calling All Kin...
Poets, Bards, Healers, Wizards, Knights, Damsels, Elves, Faeries, Celts, Druids, Lovers, Musicians, Magicians,

Saints & Sages, Gurus, Gods & Goddesses, Prophets, Dowsers & Diviners, Earth Healers, Geomancers, Serpents &

Dragons, Unicorns, Skywalkers, Kings and Queens, Princes & Princesses, Actors, Dancers & Jugglers. Galactic Brothers &
Sisters and the Elders of Avalon (and Hobbits) once more united in Peace, Love, Unity, Respect for all Kin and GAIA.

UNIVERSAL LAW OF ONE
This simple project is reminding people that as humans, we are the
Guardians of our BLUE-GREEN PLANET
and that we are now becoming aware of our own innate Healing Powers.
By tuning into the Source via earth energies, love, natural cycles and a
sacred diet of food, water and music, this awesome power will return to
your own HEART and HANDS.
Use your power for the HIGHER Good of All- NOW.

The signs of Cancer the ship and Taurus (head & foot only)
and Libra (the dove), are as they would appear in old Egyptian
astrological maps.
The Star Temple itself resembles a huge version of the Tabernacle,
sculpted into the land. And it is not surprising that Glastonbury
has been called New Jerusalem. Place names and surnames such
as Meare, High Ham, Cadbury, Lewis, confirm strong cultural ties
with old Jerusalem with their Hebrew translation, dating back to
Moses, through the Levite's and the Essenes. The Levite's were
responsible for the sacred information of the Law of One. The
Babylonian priesthood replaced the sacred teachings with their
own manipulated doctrine and over a period. This
agenda has been perpetuated by the
church of Rome. Many have tried to
completely hide any memory of
the star temple's existence and
the importance of
Glastonbury on the
planetary grid.
These connections within the
Star Temple
suggest a clear
message for
Mankind to
wake up. The
mound and
megalith
builders of the
ancient days
were part of a
planetary
culture
evolving this
huge earth work for the
enlightenment of humanity.If
mankind were to return to the ways of the natural Law of One
encoded in this Zodiacal Tabernacle we would be right on schedule
for our programmed advancement.

The ancients knew a thing or two when they built the Glastonbury
Star Temple. They encoded a secret into the landscape that has
been hidden from most of humanity for centuries. Only since the
1920’s (Katherine Maltwood’s work) has the Temple been
explored.This cosmic play of the zodiac with the heavens is coming
to a climax.
As humans we are reflected in all that is around us. The star temple has now come back into our awareness for a reason. It's scale
and awesome design reflects our place in evolution as we prepare
for 2012 stellar alignments. The Zodiac is laid out in reverse (contrary to the heavenly zodiac), this means that it is reflecting the
progression of the ages (Pisces to Aquarius etc). Is this huge calendar charting our evolution?
Now that we are entering the Aquarian Age, is it any co-incidence
that Glastonbury Tor and much of the town sits on the sign of
Aquarius on the Zodiac? And why did Joseph of Arimathea plant his
staff on Wearyall Hill at the beginning of the Piscean age? Did he
know that Wearyall Hill is part of Pisces in the Zodiac? Was he
marking the birth place for the Aquarian Age?
Arthurian Mythos and even Egyptian symbology are part of the
secret, all encoded into the landscape. Christ and Buddha effigies
make up the sign of Gemini, with Arthur (Sagittarius) pointing his
finger at them. Cancer the ship is waiting to carry the Christ to the
heavens. According to Mary Caine the dove of Libra (in Barton St
David) sends three rays to the Christ figure (Gemini) and also create the masts of Cancer the solar boat. Does this means
that when the dove descends (enlightenment) we are able to
sail away in the heavens?
The Zodiac, 13 miles across, is guarded by the Girt Dog of
Langport (Sirius - Dog Star). A window in Langport church
depicts Joseph of Arimathea arriving holding the cruets (blood
and sweat of Jesus), symbolising the arrival in Britain of the
Sacred Bloodline of Christ. This bloodline was carried by King
Arthur and later by King Alfred. It was King Alfred who threw burnt
oat cakes into the river Parrett at the mouth of the Girt Dog
(Burrow Bridge), a solar ritual, enabling Alfred (an initiate King) to
access the power in the land.
David Hatfield & Shaun Kirwan
A Huge Unicorn overlaid on the Girt Dog Has recently been discov- www.avalonrising.co.uk
ered, and connects Burrow Bridge with Somerton (Leo) giving us
Email: anotherofyourself@avalonrising.co.uk
the Royal coat of arms (Lion & Unicorn).

fissures in the bed rock carrying water under pressure. Humans are 3
parts Yin to 5 parts Yang, thriving in Yang environments. Some animals and many plants prefer more Yin environments: moles, ants,
Everyone has a unique and special connection to the Earth and is able bees, willows and hazel trees – their presence indicates underground
water nearby. Underground water tends to drain our auric field, feelto heal her in a conscious way. A beautiful relationship because the
healing is mutual. The Earth heals us continually - a walk in the
ing cool to the feet and ‘tired-relaxed’. If you feel a hot or pulling
woods calms the stresses of life. Our bodies themselves
sensation, the water is Geopathically stressed.
Geopathic stress is a known cause of sickness.
are born and made of the Earth.
The natural energies of the Earth affect the natuTackling it without qualified guidance can
adversely effect your physical/mental health. In
ral environment and the human energy field.
Noticeable effects can be felt at sacred sites,
the landscape these features are benign, but if
where our ancestors consciously worked with
underground water is running through a
house or a bedroom, this can be a problem.
the Earth’s energies to support and empower
the land. Native americans call this process
There is a simple cure if you feel adversely
effected by stressed energies: have a long
"brightening the land".
bath with salt. If severe, ask a dowser to visit.
Begin by 'Plugging in to Heaven & Earth'.
Find a quiet spot and stand with your feet
Spirals & Vortexes: Spirals occur where
Energy Lines and Underground Water cross.
shoulder width apart and hands relaxed by your
side. Now imagine roots growing down deep, deep to
Spirals tend to create differences in the vegetation
the centre of the Earth. Breathe Earth energy up your
around them; dark rich growth, or even bare patches. The
field they create will either enhance your natural energy or drain it,
roots, and legs, through your heart and out through the top of your
head. Continuing upwards, send a cord of light to the heart of the
depending on the balance of Yin to Yang energies crossing. More Yang
universe. Now bring the love/light from the Creator, back down to rest energy will create upward spirals (spinning clockwise), excess Yin creating downward spirals (anticlockwise).
in your heart. When this has worked you will feel a real sense of
peace. You can ground yourself further by imaging yourself as a tree As well as Earth Energies, there are non-physical Earth planes inhabited with a variety of Nature Spirits. Experiencing them requires a
for 5 minutes. Now that you are plugged in its time to explore: Try
asking the landscape angel of the area for guidance and what would
shift of awareness, like entering Tolkiens Middle Earth!
help heal the land. Take a walk, guided by intuition & paying attenNature has a mostly unknown kingdom of nature spirits,
devas, landscape angels and elementals - important gartion to your feelings. Many types of earth energy can be found:
Energy lines (Leys), underground water, Grid lines, energy vortexdeners, healers and guardians of the Earth. Everyone
knows of Faeries and Gnomes, how many of us know them
es, and naturally occurring temples, each having different effects
to be real? Our ancestors grew very close to nature and
on our energy body. Recognising earth energies in the landscape will help us detect them in less natural environments.
depended on it for their survival. This relationship empowered
their interaction with beings of the natural realms, giving rise to
Energy/Ley Lines: Yang Chi energy - positively charged
with solar energy, varying in strength and width (typically 6many Faery stories. A simple way to feel these beings is to
10 feet wide). Some are aligned to features in the landscape.
use your imagination out in nature. You may be surprised!
Mossy banks, sacred springs and wells, groves of old trees, are
Strong lines will give a sense of empowerment (expanded
auric field). Stressed lines may cause agitation or hot feet!
places where nature spirits can be felt – sharing a lightness
and a sense of fun. Stay light and have fun!
Step off and either ask what to do or say a prayer.
Shaun Kirwan ~ shaun@avalonrising.co.uk
Water Veins, Aquifers & Rivers: Yin Chi energy - faults and

This symbol is The Banner Of Peace. It represents the joining
Knowing that the Aeonic shift is occuring now, we are
of art, science and spirituality (the three inner circles) in a
all empowered to serve this process in remarkable ways
union of culture (the one greater circle). It is magenta or
that can only be completely revealed in the fullness of
red to represent the one blood we all share. Visionary
time. However, finding ourselves within the unfolding,
artist Nicholas Roerich created it in 1935 as the
we can do well to recognise aspects of the process
emblem of the Roerich Peace Pact, a treaty that
that will enhance our most positive resonance with
was signed by many countries of the world,
the spirit of this age.
including the United States of America, which is
Remember that the brow chakra is also called the
still international law today. It states that the
Third Eye, two becoming one, the unification of
Banner Of Peace should be flown above
duality. The clarity and wisdom of the brow centre
institutions of ‘culture’ (schools, hospitals,
is truly a language understood deep within our
libraries, museums etc.) in times of conflict as a
heart. Surely this combination of open heart and
protective symbol and as a statement that all culdiamond mind is of particular significance in the land
tures are aspects of the one human culture. It is a
of Avalon, rising now as a GLOBAL TORCHBEARER,
symbol of ‘Positive Peace’; which makes a statement
emanating streams in the flow of consciousness that can
more than the dualistic definition of peace as the
transform our planet to a portal of peace. Yet the world
absence of its opposite, war. The Banner Of Peace is a
cannot change if you and I do not allow our personal
statement that peace is culture and all culture is one Roerich Peace Flag
state of being to reflect a planetary state of being that
culture. For more information on the Banner Of Peace
our hearts desire. It is a glorious act for us to individucontact www.roerich.org or www.foundationforthelawoftime.org
ally and conciously embody a planet at peace. ~ Carl
Imagine the chakra centers of the body sprawled across the counties of Somerset & Wiltshire, each holding precious and unique
energies like key points of a Gothic Cathedral or a Hindu Shrine.
This is the Wessex Landscape Temple. Waves of history have
passed across its landscape, (King Arthur, William the Conqueror,
Henry VIII, Queen Elizabeth and William Pitt), co-creating the
energy system and inevitably resonating with its subtle influence.
This temple is a cauldron of our English Consciousness, and like the
Glastonbury Festival, it broadcasts its unique creativity to the
whole world.
The Root Chakra is at Athelney in the Somerset marshes of Alfred
and his cakes. The Sacral Chakra overlays High Ham linked to the
legendary journey of Joseph of Arimathea to Wearyall Hill at
Glastonbury. But the famous Glastonbury Zodiac is the Solar Plexus
Chakra: emotional centre, psychism, gut feelings, honouring Arthur
and Christ as universal Solar Heros: Spiritual food and the bread of
life. The festival is on the edge of the Zodiac spanning the 'veil' to
the Heart Chakra at the monastic and healing town of Bruton,

(meaning "Children of Light"). The Throat Chakra is where Alfred
rallied his men near Stourhead; Cley Hill is the mysterious Alter
Major Chakra, where Alfred's army slept before it defeated King
Guthrum's Danes at Edington and created the English nation in
878. the Brow Chakra or command centre of the temple.
Further east, deep into Alfred's traditional family lands is the huge
Third Eye Chakra of Sailsbury Plain and Pewsey Vale. Incorporating
Stonehenge, Avebury, Silbury Hill and Marlbough, it houses our
profoundest and ancient mysteries. Modern times find crop circles
proclaiming universal symbols of world transformation, and also
obversely, the home of half our modern army now despatched to a
tragic war in Iraq. Finally, Haydown Hill holds the Crown Chakra,
near the battle site of Marten, (where Alfred assumed the Wessex
crown in 871), and it is energetically connected to his capital
Winchester, and Arthurs Round Table.
Take some time to linger in these powerful places. Let the timeless
energies inspire you and carry you through your own transformations. Your life will never be the same again.
Anthony Thorley (More info at www.gatekeeper.org.uk)

Joseph was a close relative of Jesus, and keeper of the Grail, carrier of serpent of wisdom (teachings of Essenes) signified by his serpent symbol and his staff. Joseph, founder of Celtic Christian worship and healing in Britain, was welcomed by the Celtic chieftain
Arevagus, and a small community was established in Glastonbury.
This was later smashed by Roman occupation, but the seeding had
taken place. It is now 2000 years later and the people are starting
to re-awaken.
There is a vibration set up at these places where the 6th chakra is
anchored. This magnetism is attracting those that feel a call from
the heart. They will cross oceans and land to find their true homes
as the end of each age approaches. These people will find themselves uprooting to get in position, so that the new energy can be
anchored successfully. This is occurring not in the land but rather in
the third eye of all people who feel the call and are inspired to
gather. This group consciousness IS the 6th Planetary Chakra.
Once established here (Britain), it will yet again travel on, being
pre-seeded in Brazil for the next age of Capricorn.
Four years ago, a woman discovered in the Zodiac landscape a
Unicorn Effigy over laying the Girt Dog Of Langport. This is the
symbolic proof of the shift to Avalon of the 6th planetary Chakra
(Hidden Church of the Unicorn), and hence the increasing
occurence of people visiting this sacred place.
This combined with the fact the many believe Glastonbury Star
Temple to be the Global Heart Chakra of the planet, means possibly
for the first time, two Global energy centers will be in the same
place and time. The Global Fixed Heart Chakra and the Global
Mutable Third Eye Chakra held by people living and journeying to
Avalon.
As it becomes clear that the planetary wisdom is re-seeded at the
beginning of each age, we need to consciously embrace these new
frequencies of Love and Wisdom, and allow the planetary evolution
to happen through us.
The birthing of the new age of awareness is happening now, in us.
Your planetary alarm clock is saying get ready for lift off...

From the works of Robert Coon, and others
there has been a growing interest in the
planetary Chakra systems. Now that we are
approaching a new Age of Awareness and
being, this information is becoming essential for our own, and Gaia's evolution.
From the Legends of mystical etheric
places, which disappear and reappear in
new locations, such as Shambala, Tir Na
nOg (Land of ever young), the Isle Avalon, the Otherworld, we
know that essential wisdom and enlightened energy is being somehow moved around the planet. These occurrences coincide with the
shift of the ages, and bring a new era of teachings seeded at the
new location. This new awareness is projected to humanity at these
times, and now is such a time.
This energy also known as the Mutable 6th Planetary Chakra (or
Planetary third eye), has been held in humans from the beginning.
We hold the unified planetary consciousness, symbolized by the
Caduceus and also Unicorn (an ancient creature - its third eye a
spiraling horn).
In the past this energy was known in Mongolia as Shambala, a spiritual place of incredible beauty and enlightenment. This was the
start of organized religion in Tibet/ Mongolia (the Age of Taurus),
which later became Buddhism. In the age of Aries this energy shifted to Iraq and Iran (Sumer), then in the Piscean age it shifted to
Jerusalem / Bethlehem, the start of Christianity.
At the start of each age there is a seeding of the new energy to it's
new location, this was symbolized by the three Magi at the start of
the Piscean age, journeying to Bethlehem to visit Christ. And later a
pre-seeding at the next location. This was symbolized by the journey of Joseph of Arimathea to Glastonbury, and the planting of his
Shaun Kirwan & David Hatfield
staff on Wearyall hill (The next site for the Aquarian age, 2000
www.avalonrising.co.uk
years later).
Email: anotherofyourself@avalonrising.co.uk

The 13 Moon Calendar is a natural time calendar that is designed as
the first truly planetary calendar for humanity. Our current timing
standard, the Gregorian calendar, reflects a specific cultural
ideology- that of Roman Catholicism- and is essentially stuck in a
medieval worldview. When the days of the week were named after
the 7 classical planets, the people who named them believed that
the Sun (and all of the other planets) went around the Earth- not
vice versa. It’s numbering system is inconsistent- with different
numbers of days in different months that follows no
rhyme or reason. The names of the month are also
illogical, for example ‘September’ which means the
‘Seventh Month’ is actually the ninth month. This is
because two Roman emperors, Julius and
Augustus Caesar inserted months into the
calendar which are named after themselves.
Our current calendar is not so much an
accurate measure of time as an elaborate
taxation system that is mired in dogma and
has been used as an instrument of conquest
and exploitation. When Pope Gregory, whom
the calendar is named after, made his reforms
in 1582, the average person knew
approximately 30 other people; the world was a
village. Now we are a ‘global village’ of 6 billion
and rising. Perhaps its time our calendar caught up!
The 13 Moon calendar- based on 13 harmonious
months, or ‘moons’ of 28 days each divides the year into
52 perfect weeks of 7 days with one extra ‘Day Out Of Time’
which is celebrated on the old day of July 25th. July 25th 2004
marks the event of the ‘Calendar Change’. the simultaneous worldwide announcement by thousands of groups of people that they are
abandoning the old calendar and embracing the new time. This will
happen at a ‘Planetary Festival of Peace through Culture’ on the Day
Out Of Time with more than 500 events in over 35 countries.
In the UK there will be the ‘Festival Of Peace’ in London
(www.festivalofpeace.net) and the ‘Turaya Gathering’ in Dorset
(www.conscious-events.info) amongst others.
In this land the 13 Moons takes us back to our celtic roots by
embracing the same natural harmony as the pre-Roman Druidic
calendar. The 13 moon ‘calendar of the trees’ or ‘ogham’ whose
pattern can also be found in the temple of Stonehenge. The Druid

calendar has its Day Out Of Time on Winter Solstice. There is an
interesting mirror to this in the Inca ‘Pachacuti’ calendar, which
is the oldest known continually kept calendar on the planet,
having been kept track of for over 5000 years. It is also a 13
Moon Calendar, but with its Day Out Of Time on what is our
Summer Solstice (Winter Solstice in the Southern hemisphere).
The 13 Moon Planetary Calendar takes its starting point from
the helical rising of the star Sirius which avoids the hemispheric
bias of the two ancient calendars and conjoins them under one
harmonic frequency making it a truly global calendar. The
motto of the 13 Moons is ‘One Time, One People,
One Planet’ and its purpose is to resynchronise
humanity with our planet in a return to ‘natural
time’ by the end of the the prophetic Mayan
Calendar (or ‘13 Baktun Count’) which
finishes on Winter Solstice 2012.
‘Natural time’ is the time which all other
species exist on in this planet. In fact, we
are the only species known whose sense of
time is ruled by a machine; the clock. This
deviation from nature has creation an
acceleration of material technology, but at
the expense of the biosphere and our own
quality of life. The result is we always seem
to need more time despite all our
‘time saving’ technologies.
Birds don’t need watches to tell them when to
migrate and Dolphins seem to be able to meet up
without the need for diaries and agendas. What have we
lost by thinking in this artificial and mechanical way? Perhaps
we have lost our telepathy: that natural sense of timing that we
sometimes fleetingly experience as ‘synchronicity’, the sense
that everything is unfolding according to some bigger, greater
plan. A sense of perfect timing and being in tune which we can
access best when we are in touch with ourselves and our
intuition. Perhaps this subtle voice is the voice we need to listen
to more often, rather than the one that is always telling us we
are ‘late’ or ‘running out of time’. After all, all we have is time,
so we might as well make the most of it. Try using the 13 Moon
Calendar for a while and see if you feel more in sync. You can
download one from www.tortuga.com and can find details of 13
Moon Calendar events in the U.K. on www.wavespell.net.
Mark Heley, White Galactic Wind markheley@lycos.com

fissures in the bed rock carrying water under pressure. Humans are 3
parts Yin to 5 parts Yang, thriving in Yang environments. Some animals and many plants prefer more Yin environments: moles, ants,
Everyone has a unique and special connection to the Earth and is able bees, willows and hazel trees – their presence indicates underground
water nearby. Underground water tends to drain our auric field, feelto heal her in a conscious way. A beautiful relationship because the
healing is mutual. The Earth heals us continually - a walk in the
ing cool to the feet and ‘tired-relaxed’. If you feel a hot or pulling
woods calms the stresses of life. Our bodies themselves
sensation, the water is Geopathically stressed.
Geopathic stress is a known cause of sickness.
are born and made of the Earth.
The natural energies of the Earth affect the natuTackling it without qualified guidance can
adversely effect your physical/mental health. In
ral environment and the human energy field.
Noticeable effects can be felt at sacred sites,
the landscape these features are benign, but if
where our ancestors consciously worked with
underground water is running through a
house or a bedroom, this can be a problem.
the Earth’s energies to support and empower
the land. Native americans call this process
There is a simple cure if you feel adversely
effected by stressed energies: have a long
"brightening the land".
bath with salt. If severe, ask a dowser to visit.
Begin by 'Plugging in to Heaven & Earth'.
Find a quiet spot and stand with your feet
Spirals & Vortexes: Spirals occur where
Energy Lines and Underground Water cross.
shoulder width apart and hands relaxed by your
side. Now imagine roots growing down deep, deep to
Spirals tend to create differences in the vegetation
the centre of the Earth. Breathe Earth energy up your
around them; dark rich growth, or even bare patches. The
field they create will either enhance your natural energy or drain it,
roots, and legs, through your heart and out through the top of your
head. Continuing upwards, send a cord of light to the heart of the
depending on the balance of Yin to Yang energies crossing. More Yang
universe. Now bring the love/light from the Creator, back down to rest energy will create upward spirals (spinning clockwise), excess Yin creating downward spirals (anticlockwise).
in your heart. When this has worked you will feel a real sense of
peace. You can ground yourself further by imaging yourself as a tree As well as Earth Energies, there are non-physical Earth planes inhabited with a variety of Nature Spirits. Experiencing them requires a
for 5 minutes. Now that you are plugged in its time to explore: Try
asking the landscape angel of the area for guidance and what would
shift of awareness, like entering Tolkiens Middle Earth!
help heal the land. Take a walk, guided by intuition & paying attenNature has a mostly unknown kingdom of nature spirits,
devas, landscape angels and elementals - important gartion to your feelings. Many types of earth energy can be found:
Energy lines (Leys), underground water, Grid lines, energy vortexdeners, healers and guardians of the Earth. Everyone
knows of Faeries and Gnomes, how many of us know them
es, and naturally occurring temples, each having different effects
to be real? Our ancestors grew very close to nature and
on our energy body. Recognising earth energies in the landscape will help us detect them in less natural environments.
depended on it for their survival. This relationship empowered
their interaction with beings of the natural realms, giving rise to
Energy/Ley Lines: Yang Chi energy - positively charged
with solar energy, varying in strength and width (typically 6many Faery stories. A simple way to feel these beings is to
10 feet wide). Some are aligned to features in the landscape.
use your imagination out in nature. You may be surprised!
Mossy banks, sacred springs and wells, groves of old trees, are
Strong lines will give a sense of empowerment (expanded
auric field). Stressed lines may cause agitation or hot feet!
places where nature spirits can be felt – sharing a lightness
and a sense of fun. Stay light and have fun!
Step off and either ask what to do or say a prayer.
Shaun Kirwan ~ shaun@avalonrising.co.uk
Water Veins, Aquifers & Rivers: Yin Chi energy - faults and

This symbol is The Banner Of Peace. It represents the joining
Knowing that the Aeonic shift is occuring now, we are
of art, science and spirituality (the three inner circles) in a
all empowered to serve this process in remarkable ways
union of culture (the one greater circle). It is magenta or
that can only be completely revealed in the fullness of
red to represent the one blood we all share. Visionary
time. However, finding ourselves within the unfolding,
artist Nicholas Roerich created it in 1935 as the
we can do well to recognise aspects of the process
emblem of the Roerich Peace Pact, a treaty that
that will enhance our most positive resonance with
was signed by many countries of the world,
the spirit of this age.
including the United States of America, which is
Remember that the brow chakra is also called the
still international law today. It states that the
Third Eye, two becoming one, the unification of
Banner Of Peace should be flown above
duality. The clarity and wisdom of the brow centre
institutions of ‘culture’ (schools, hospitals,
is truly a language understood deep within our
libraries, museums etc.) in times of conflict as a
heart. Surely this combination of open heart and
protective symbol and as a statement that all culdiamond mind is of particular significance in the land
tures are aspects of the one human culture. It is a
of Avalon, rising now as a GLOBAL TORCHBEARER,
symbol of ‘Positive Peace’; which makes a statement
emanating streams in the flow of consciousness that can
more than the dualistic definition of peace as the
transform our planet to a portal of peace. Yet the world
absence of its opposite, war. The Banner Of Peace is a
cannot change if you and I do not allow our personal
statement that peace is culture and all culture is one Roerich Peace Flag
state of being to reflect a planetary state of being that
culture. For more information on the Banner Of Peace
our hearts desire. It is a glorious act for us to individucontact www.roerich.org or www.foundationforthelawoftime.org
ally and conciously embody a planet at peace. ~ Carl
Imagine the chakra centers of the body sprawled across the counties of Somerset & Wiltshire, each holding precious and unique
energies like key points of a Gothic Cathedral or a Hindu Shrine.
This is the Wessex Landscape Temple. Waves of history have
passed across its landscape, (King Arthur, William the Conqueror,
Henry VIII, Queen Elizabeth and William Pitt), co-creating the
energy system and inevitably resonating with its subtle influence.
This temple is a cauldron of our English Consciousness, and like the
Glastonbury Festival, it broadcasts its unique creativity to the
whole world.
The Root Chakra is at Athelney in the Somerset marshes of Alfred
and his cakes. The Sacral Chakra overlays High Ham linked to the
legendary journey of Joseph of Arimathea to Wearyall Hill at
Glastonbury. But the famous Glastonbury Zodiac is the Solar Plexus
Chakra: emotional centre, psychism, gut feelings, honouring Arthur
and Christ as universal Solar Heros: Spiritual food and the bread of
life. The festival is on the edge of the Zodiac spanning the 'veil' to
the Heart Chakra at the monastic and healing town of Bruton,

(meaning "Children of Light"). The Throat Chakra is where Alfred
rallied his men near Stourhead; Cley Hill is the mysterious Alter
Major Chakra, where Alfred's army slept before it defeated King
Guthrum's Danes at Edington and created the English nation in
878. the Brow Chakra or command centre of the temple.
Further east, deep into Alfred's traditional family lands is the huge
Third Eye Chakra of Sailsbury Plain and Pewsey Vale. Incorporating
Stonehenge, Avebury, Silbury Hill and Marlbough, it houses our
profoundest and ancient mysteries. Modern times find crop circles
proclaiming universal symbols of world transformation, and also
obversely, the home of half our modern army now despatched to a
tragic war in Iraq. Finally, Haydown Hill holds the Crown Chakra,
near the battle site of Marten, (where Alfred assumed the Wessex
crown in 871), and it is energetically connected to his capital
Winchester, and Arthurs Round Table.
Take some time to linger in these powerful places. Let the timeless
energies inspire you and carry you through your own transformations. Your life will never be the same again.
Anthony Thorley (More info at www.gatekeeper.org.uk)

Joseph was a close relative of Jesus, and keeper of the Grail, carrier of serpent of wisdom (teachings of Essenes) signified by his serpent symbol and his staff. Joseph, founder of Celtic Christian worship and healing in Britain, was welcomed by the Celtic chieftain
Arevagus, and a small community was established in Glastonbury.
This was later smashed by Roman occupation, but the seeding had
taken place. It is now 2000 years later and the people are starting
to re-awaken.
There is a vibration set up at these places where the 6th chakra is
anchored. This magnetism is attracting those that feel a call from
the heart. They will cross oceans and land to find their true homes
as the end of each age approaches. These people will find themselves uprooting to get in position, so that the new energy can be
anchored successfully. This is occurring not in the land but rather in
the third eye of all people who feel the call and are inspired to
gather. This group consciousness IS the 6th Planetary Chakra.
Once established here (Britain), it will yet again travel on, being
pre-seeded in Brazil for the next age of Capricorn.
Four years ago, a woman discovered in the Zodiac landscape a
Unicorn Effigy over laying the Girt Dog Of Langport. This is the
symbolic proof of the shift to Avalon of the 6th planetary Chakra
(Hidden Church of the Unicorn), and hence the increasing
occurence of people visiting this sacred place.
This combined with the fact the many believe Glastonbury Star
Temple to be the Global Heart Chakra of the planet, means possibly
for the first time, two Global energy centers will be in the same
place and time. The Global Fixed Heart Chakra and the Global
Mutable Third Eye Chakra held by people living and journeying to
Avalon.
As it becomes clear that the planetary wisdom is re-seeded at the
beginning of each age, we need to consciously embrace these new
frequencies of Love and Wisdom, and allow the planetary evolution
to happen through us.
The birthing of the new age of awareness is happening now, in us.
Your planetary alarm clock is saying get ready for lift off...

From the works of Robert Coon, and others
there has been a growing interest in the
planetary Chakra systems. Now that we are
approaching a new Age of Awareness and
being, this information is becoming essential for our own, and Gaia's evolution.
From the Legends of mystical etheric
places, which disappear and reappear in
new locations, such as Shambala, Tir Na
nOg (Land of ever young), the Isle Avalon, the Otherworld, we
know that essential wisdom and enlightened energy is being somehow moved around the planet. These occurrences coincide with the
shift of the ages, and bring a new era of teachings seeded at the
new location. This new awareness is projected to humanity at these
times, and now is such a time.
This energy also known as the Mutable 6th Planetary Chakra (or
Planetary third eye), has been held in humans from the beginning.
We hold the unified planetary consciousness, symbolized by the
Caduceus and also Unicorn (an ancient creature - its third eye a
spiraling horn).
In the past this energy was known in Mongolia as Shambala, a spiritual place of incredible beauty and enlightenment. This was the
start of organized religion in Tibet/ Mongolia (the Age of Taurus),
which later became Buddhism. In the age of Aries this energy shifted to Iraq and Iran (Sumer), then in the Piscean age it shifted to
Jerusalem / Bethlehem, the start of Christianity.
At the start of each age there is a seeding of the new energy to it's
new location, this was symbolized by the three Magi at the start of
the Piscean age, journeying to Bethlehem to visit Christ. And later a
pre-seeding at the next location. This was symbolized by the journey of Joseph of Arimathea to Glastonbury, and the planting of his
Shaun Kirwan & David Hatfield
staff on Wearyall hill (The next site for the Aquarian age, 2000
www.avalonrising.co.uk
years later).
Email: anotherofyourself@avalonrising.co.uk

The 13 Moon Calendar is a natural time calendar that is designed as
the first truly planetary calendar for humanity. Our current timing
standard, the Gregorian calendar, reflects a specific cultural
ideology- that of Roman Catholicism- and is essentially stuck in a
medieval worldview. When the days of the week were named after
the 7 classical planets, the people who named them believed that
the Sun (and all of the other planets) went around the Earth- not
vice versa. It’s numbering system is inconsistent- with different
numbers of days in different months that follows no
rhyme or reason. The names of the month are also
illogical, for example ‘September’ which means the
‘Seventh Month’ is actually the ninth month. This is
because two Roman emperors, Julius and
Augustus Caesar inserted months into the
calendar which are named after themselves.
Our current calendar is not so much an
accurate measure of time as an elaborate
taxation system that is mired in dogma and
has been used as an instrument of conquest
and exploitation. When Pope Gregory, whom
the calendar is named after, made his reforms
in 1582, the average person knew
approximately 30 other people; the world was a
village. Now we are a ‘global village’ of 6 billion
and rising. Perhaps its time our calendar caught up!
The 13 Moon calendar- based on 13 harmonious
months, or ‘moons’ of 28 days each divides the year into
52 perfect weeks of 7 days with one extra ‘Day Out Of Time’
which is celebrated on the old day of July 25th. July 25th 2004
marks the event of the ‘Calendar Change’. the simultaneous worldwide announcement by thousands of groups of people that they are
abandoning the old calendar and embracing the new time. This will
happen at a ‘Planetary Festival of Peace through Culture’ on the Day
Out Of Time with more than 500 events in over 35 countries.
In the UK there will be the ‘Festival Of Peace’ in London
(www.festivalofpeace.net) and the ‘Turaya Gathering’ in Dorset
(www.conscious-events.info) amongst others.
In this land the 13 Moons takes us back to our celtic roots by
embracing the same natural harmony as the pre-Roman Druidic
calendar. The 13 moon ‘calendar of the trees’ or ‘ogham’ whose
pattern can also be found in the temple of Stonehenge. The Druid

calendar has its Day Out Of Time on Winter Solstice. There is an
interesting mirror to this in the Inca ‘Pachacuti’ calendar, which
is the oldest known continually kept calendar on the planet,
having been kept track of for over 5000 years. It is also a 13
Moon Calendar, but with its Day Out Of Time on what is our
Summer Solstice (Winter Solstice in the Southern hemisphere).
The 13 Moon Planetary Calendar takes its starting point from
the helical rising of the star Sirius which avoids the hemispheric
bias of the two ancient calendars and conjoins them under one
harmonic frequency making it a truly global calendar. The
motto of the 13 Moons is ‘One Time, One People,
One Planet’ and its purpose is to resynchronise
humanity with our planet in a return to ‘natural
time’ by the end of the the prophetic Mayan
Calendar (or ‘13 Baktun Count’) which
finishes on Winter Solstice 2012.
‘Natural time’ is the time which all other
species exist on in this planet. In fact, we
are the only species known whose sense of
time is ruled by a machine; the clock. This
deviation from nature has creation an
acceleration of material technology, but at
the expense of the biosphere and our own
quality of life. The result is we always seem
to need more time despite all our
‘time saving’ technologies.
Birds don’t need watches to tell them when to
migrate and Dolphins seem to be able to meet up
without the need for diaries and agendas. What have we
lost by thinking in this artificial and mechanical way? Perhaps
we have lost our telepathy: that natural sense of timing that we
sometimes fleetingly experience as ‘synchronicity’, the sense
that everything is unfolding according to some bigger, greater
plan. A sense of perfect timing and being in tune which we can
access best when we are in touch with ourselves and our
intuition. Perhaps this subtle voice is the voice we need to listen
to more often, rather than the one that is always telling us we
are ‘late’ or ‘running out of time’. After all, all we have is time,
so we might as well make the most of it. Try using the 13 Moon
Calendar for a while and see if you feel more in sync. You can
download one from www.tortuga.com and can find details of 13
Moon Calendar events in the U.K. on www.wavespell.net.
Mark Heley, White Galactic Wind markheley@lycos.com

localised myth for western Christianity but
also exists among the Mayans and Native
Americans, within their own cultural context.
"All these things I do and more, so shall yee
in the fullness of Time."
On the morning of the Venus Transit in
Bude, it was apparent that a new vibrational
frequency of Solar Cosmic Energy was seeded into Earth and the consciousness of
Humanity. It opened up a cycle of integration of these energies which will be completed by the next transit in 2012, so that the
vibrational frequency of our Planet Earth,
Solar System and Humanity will reach
Enlightenment true Love. By the Winter
Solstice 2012, we will have come into alignment with the Womb of our Milky Way
Galaxy, which emits a vibrational frequency
of Universal Consciousness. So we have
eight and a half years to collectively work
our way to true Planetary Peace in our
everyday lives, this involves every one.
It is also apparent that the Venus Transit has
raised the vibrational frequency to such a
degree that the sixth chakra of creative visualisation is now activated and empowered on
a collective level of consciousness, a bit like
the Girt Dog of Langport, who transforms
into the Unicorn to reveal a whole higher
dimension of spiritual reality.
So here is the short cut ! What ever is
blocking the flow of love in ones life can be
recognised and healed within each one of us.
They don't really exist and whatever separation and fear we feel in our lives can be
transformed and transmuted by an internal
process of creative visualisation and simply
changing our lives to follow the Heart of who
and what we love, while recognising that our
old ideas of Love are being upgraded by
these constant waves of alignments shining
down to Earth from the Heavens.
Life is for Loving in Joy.
All ways remember deep breathing in
spires great love!

On the 8th of June 2004, there was a very
special alignment in the Heavens called the
Venus Transit. It is where the planetary body
of Venus passes directly in front of the Sun
and, simply put, it carries a vibration of
"new Light on Love", which has been
beamed down to Earth and has an effect on
the Energy Body of our planet and on all of
our lives. There will be another Venus Transit
on 6th of June 2012 and then not again until
2140.
Venus Transits always bring about a balancing of the Male and Female within society
and an expansion in our abilities to communicate. This pair of Transits are reckoned to
initiate a new level of psychic awareness and
telepathy. Oneness Gatherings were synchronised all around the Earth in celebration,
in England we met at Bude in Cornwall.
Venus - the Planet of Love, was also known
by an older name as Lucifer - the Light
Bringer, the morning and evening star, the
one who bought light consciousness down to
Earth, but was later demonised by the
Roman Church as the Devil.
The Morning Star is also related to John the
Baptist, as the prophet who proclaimed the
coming of Christ Jesus, in similar fashion to
how Venus rises each day as a sign of the
coming of the dawn. In truth the Image of
Christ as the Light Bringer who thought
about Love in Life, as the Son of God, is the
original image of the mythical Lucifer Venus,
who bought the consciousness of Love in de
Light to Earth and Humanity.
The Christ Myth shows of one man who
raised his vibrational frequency to the greatest initiation of Enlightenment through Love,
fulfilling the prophesy of salvation of
Humanity through the homeopathic effect of
his perfect life. 2000 years later this homeopathic medicine is transforming the poisons
of Humanity. With the coming of this pair of
kelfin pa tricks oberon
Venus Transits, it can be seen that the
kelfin@space-kraft.org.uk
Second Coming of Christ is upon us, where
the Way of Christ exemplified becomes avail- www.space-kraft.org.uk
able to all to live and to share. This is not a
Seeking Solutions Through the
Celebration of Life!
Through the need to discover new solutions
and encourage the flow of love, the Eartheart
was born. Its role is to literally produce liquid love and to inspire open hearted creativity, drawing us together as one harmonious
force. Our time is NOW!!
Through our collective intention and creativity, we will craft a new way of living that is in
tune with nature’s cycles. Redeveloping skills
long-forgotten by most, we will rediscover
the potential of planetary humans. Through
ritual, ceremony and majik we will, together,
conjure up and remember the Ancient in a
new and revolutionary way.
Good luck on the Path of Love!! Following
your heart’s desire will put you in the right
direction. Through conscious living and willingness to work together, finding new experiences will be easy. The challenge of our
generation is to build the future we deserve,
and the future we dream will live up to our
children.
THE EARTHEART EXPERIENCE & THE
TRANSFORMATION CAMP are Full Moon
Celebration camps in August and
September in the beautiful south-west. We
can also be found at Glastonbury Festival
next door to Lost Vagueness and Avalon
Stage, the Buddhafield Festival and
Shambhala. Contact 01458 834725 or
www.eartheartspace.co.uk

The time for Truth has come.
The time to make our dreams a reality.
The time to change the world into a kingdom
of Love & Peace.
This time is now my brothers and sisters!
No more sitting on the fence of comfort,
be the peaceful warriors of the Light you are.
Create the new reality, the New Jerusalem, now.
No more worrying about what our leaders do.
No more acceptance of media lies.
Live the dream of what you want to see.
In mass we are the great transformers of the world.
United we Do change perceptions of humanity.
Who can argue with the will to bring Peace and Love?
Arthur is calling to our hearts to unite once more.
Angles whisper in our ears to Love all.
The Sun shines brighter, illuminating our hearts as one.
The call to Arms is to break free of the illusion.
The call is to awaken us into the beings that we are.
The call is now, it means Live & Be your True reality.

On behalf of the Citizens of Avalon We humbly ask for
the help from the Higher Realms to release their healing upon humanity - Who we know are now ready to
receive this simple gift from SOURCE. Please make this
healing available to ALL Humans of all persuasion, and
may this enchantment be granted and activated from
the Planetary/ Galactic / Universal Heart Chakra of
Avalon ~ Britain.
We ask for forgiveness from the Animal, Bird, Fish, and
Insect Kingdoms and reach out our hands to connect
with the world of Faerie ~ Guardians of the plant/ tree
Kingdom, so we truly become Guardians of our
Blue/Green Planet at the onset of the Aquarian age.
May the Ancient Charter of Avalon be re-newed: “The
Planetary Peace Charter of Avalon”.
As citizens of Avalon we are now empowered to activate Peace for all. As Joseph of Arimathea once said,
"Enable Peace to Flow on Earth."
InLakesh (I am another of yourself)

The truth about our new
super children
It has become alarmingly clear
that many of our children are
quite different to what we
expected. Many are diagnosed
with Attention Deficit Disorder
(ADD) or Hyperactivity (ADHD)
and they are regularly being
prescribed the psycho-stimulant drug Ritalin. A drug that can
cause serious long-term damage. Our children are extremely
sensitive, overly energetic, incredibly pompous, dominant and
often stubborn. They cannot be told what to do. Ritalin is prescribed because our children are out of control.
But what tests are carried out to diagnose ADD and ADHD? I was
amazed to find Doctors use the same tests they used to use for
diagnosing genius. Yes, genius. It looks like the planet is becoming overrun with little Einsteins. The IQ’s of many children are in
genius range of 160 and the average score is slowly getting
higher. So what can we do to help our overly energetic geniuses?
Correct diet and avoidance of food additives is vital. Cut out fluoride (get bottled water and alternative toothpaste). Avoid all vaccinations. Cut out or cut down on sugar. Avoid anything containing Aspartame (fizzy diet drinks etc). Don’t use mobile phones.
Eat whole food – plenty of fruit and veg. Start taking flax or
hemp oil. Look into vitamin & mineral supplements & Go organic.
We are all going through a major ‘shift’, not just our children.
Science has proved our DNA is mutating and becoming activated.
This means we are evolving at a rate faster than ever before.
The Solar and Galactic frequencies hold the secret to this, but so
does the type of food we eat. If we eat ‘junk’ food, that’s how
we will feel. Our sensitivity to food is becoming obvious, so follow simple guidelines.
The Psychic Children are living evidence of what we are becoming. A ‘New-Human’ is being born. The prophecies have foretold
it and science is now proving it. In 1490 a Prophet called Mother
Shipton wrote these words:
The children with the second sight. A natural thing so that
they mightGrow graceful, humble and when they do. The
Golden Age will start anew.
So lets allow our children to guide us in to this ‘Golden Age’.
Listen and respect our little ones as we enter the dimensional
shift. Perhaps they are the ones we have all been waiting for.
hugh@psychicchildren.co.uk 01458 835756
www.psychicchildren.co.uk

Mobile phone use is on the increase, therefore more
masts are erected. The police are putting a grid of dangerous Tetra masts throughout our country. Chemicals
are being sprayed over cities. Pollution is at an all time
high. Even our water is unsafe to drink.
Orgone technology, developed by willhelm Reich in the 1950’s is now being
Orgone upgraded to deal with this toxic overload. The simple to make devices
Generators transmute radiation (from TV’s, computers, phones etc) into life giving chi
(prana, life force). See www.orgone
generation.com for more info and to
get some of these incredible devices.
You only need crystals, plastic resin
and metal pieces to make them (see
www.educate-yourself.org).
Photon technology is another avenue
worth considering. These ‘lightowers’ emit a massive field of
light stretching miles. They work in the same way as the
Orgone generators, but also improve the environment,
increase yield in crops, clean polluted water and can help heal
many ailments.
Call Hugh on 01458 835756 for more info.

An Open Heart - Open Art Gathering
July 30th - August 1st
A manifestation of the Faery Folk of Avalonia - 3 Days of Natural Living in
Natural Time - Magick Hat Entry. Featuring... eco-education, trance, experimental art and musick, etc A Dream-in Creation

faerykindom@yahoo.co.uk
01458834725/07952999094

Sacred Ceremony with the 5 elements and Sacred Geometry iniatiating DNA
activation. Electromagnetic reconnection is tested with kinesiology.
For Ceremonies in Glastonbury contact Claudie Planche 01458 835506

7 High Street, Glastonbury, BA6 9DP (@ Gothic Image)

Sponsor Avalon Rising
For the advancement of all Galactic Kin, World
Peace & Love.

ENABLING PEACE TO FLOW ON EARTH
is what we all live upon, off and with. If we lose touch with the land we lose touch with our selves. The land is older and stronger
than the transient materialist values of any self obsessed generation and a great deal more precious than short term human desires.
We either work with the land or against it. It is this very land of ours which is our common heritage. It is our mutual respect for
every inch of it that identifies us as a single people and reveals our common destiny. ~ Frank (the Hat) Millard.

Many Thanks To David Hatfield, Susan & Jacob, Mark
Heley, Kelfin Oberon, Hugh Newman, Antoney Thorley,
Sun Bird, Carl Murphy, Frank Millard & Shaun Kirwan.

A Creative Squeeze Production 2004. Design: Shaun, David, & help from Mark

For more info www.avalonrising.co.uk Email: anotherofyourself@avalonrising.co.uk

Calling All Kin...
Poets, Bards, Healers, Wizards, Knights, Damsels, Elves, Faeries, Celts, Druids, Lovers, Musicians, Magicians,

Saints & Sages, Gurus, Gods & Goddesses, Prophets, Dowsers & Diviners, Earth Healers, Geomancers, Serpents &

Dragons, Unicorns, Skywalkers, Kings and Queens, Princes & Princesses, Actors, Dancers & Jugglers. Galactic Brothers &
Sisters and the Elders of Avalon (and Hobbits) once more united in Peace, Love, Unity, Respect for all Kin and GAIA.

UNIVERSAL LAW OF ONE
This simple project is reminding people that as humans, we are the
Guardians of our BLUE-GREEN PLANET
and that we are now becoming aware of our own innate Healing Powers.
By tuning into the Source via earth energies, love, natural cycles and a
sacred diet of food, water and music, this awesome power will return to
your own HEART and HANDS.
Use your power for the HIGHER Good of All- NOW.

The signs of Cancer the ship and Taurus (head & foot only)
and Libra (the dove), are as they would appear in old Egyptian
astrological maps.
The Star Temple itself resembles a huge version of the Tabernacle,
sculpted into the land. And it is not surprising that Glastonbury
has been called New Jerusalem. Place names and surnames such
as Meare, High Ham, Cadbury, Lewis, confirm strong cultural ties
with old Jerusalem with their Hebrew translation, dating back to
Moses, through the Levite's and the Essenes. The Levite's were
responsible for the sacred information of the Law of One. The
Babylonian priesthood replaced the sacred teachings with their
own manipulated doctrine and over a period. This
agenda has been perpetuated by the
church of Rome. Many have tried to
completely hide any memory of
the star temple's existence and
the importance of
Glastonbury on the
planetary grid.
These connections within the
Star Temple
suggest a clear
message for
Mankind to
wake up. The
mound and
megalith
builders of the
ancient days
were part of a
planetary
culture
evolving this
huge earth work for the
enlightenment of humanity.If
mankind were to return to the ways of the natural Law of One
encoded in this Zodiacal Tabernacle we would be right on schedule
for our programmed advancement.

The ancients knew a thing or two when they built the Glastonbury
Star Temple. They encoded a secret into the landscape that has
been hidden from most of humanity for centuries. Only since the
1920’s (Katherine Maltwood’s work) has the Temple been
explored.This cosmic play of the zodiac with the heavens is coming
to a climax.
As humans we are reflected in all that is around us. The star temple has now come back into our awareness for a reason. It's scale
and awesome design reflects our place in evolution as we prepare
for 2012 stellar alignments. The Zodiac is laid out in reverse (contrary to the heavenly zodiac), this means that it is reflecting the
progression of the ages (Pisces to Aquarius etc). Is this huge calendar charting our evolution?
Now that we are entering the Aquarian Age, is it any co-incidence
that Glastonbury Tor and much of the town sits on the sign of
Aquarius on the Zodiac? And why did Joseph of Arimathea plant his
staff on Wearyall Hill at the beginning of the Piscean age? Did he
know that Wearyall Hill is part of Pisces in the Zodiac? Was he
marking the birth place for the Aquarian Age?
Arthurian Mythos and even Egyptian symbology are part of the
secret, all encoded into the landscape. Christ and Buddha effigies
make up the sign of Gemini, with Arthur (Sagittarius) pointing his
finger at them. Cancer the ship is waiting to carry the Christ to the
heavens. According to Mary Caine the dove of Libra (in Barton St
David) sends three rays to the Christ figure (Gemini) and also create the masts of Cancer the solar boat. Does this means
that when the dove descends (enlightenment) we are able to
sail away in the heavens?
The Zodiac, 13 miles across, is guarded by the Girt Dog of
Langport (Sirius - Dog Star). A window in Langport church
depicts Joseph of Arimathea arriving holding the cruets (blood
and sweat of Jesus), symbolising the arrival in Britain of the
Sacred Bloodline of Christ. This bloodline was carried by King
Arthur and later by King Alfred. It was King Alfred who threw burnt
oat cakes into the river Parrett at the mouth of the Girt Dog
(Burrow Bridge), a solar ritual, enabling Alfred (an initiate King) to
access the power in the land.
David Hatfield & Shaun Kirwan
A Huge Unicorn overlaid on the Girt Dog Has recently been discov- www.avalonrising.co.uk
ered, and connects Burrow Bridge with Somerton (Leo) giving us
Email: anotherofyourself@avalonrising.co.uk
the Royal coat of arms (Lion & Unicorn).

